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Abstract

This article first describes a method for extracting and classifying handwritten annotations on printed doc-
uments using a simple camera integrated in a lamp. The ambition of such a research is to offer a seamless
integration of notes taken on printed paper in our daily interactions with digital documents. Existing studies
propose a classification of annotations based on their form and function. We demonstrate a method for automat-
ing such a classification and report experimental results showing the classification accuracy. In the second part
of the article we provide a road map for conducting user-centered studies using eye-tracking systems aiming to
investigate the cognitive roles and social effects of annotations. Based on our understanding of some research
questions arising from this experiment, in the last part of the article we describe a social learning environment
that facilitates knowledge sharing across a class of students or a group of colleagues through shared annotations.

1 Introduction
Annotations played an important role in the history of the book. Already in the early middle ages, the annotations,
at that time known as glosses, started to appear on the manuscripts. They were born with a social vocation and
on a scholarly need for elucidation and reinterpretation of the obscure passages of the medieval manuscripts.
Therefore the glosses became widely considered as precious reading support. For example, one thinks to the
adoption of the Justinian Codes in many law schools. The Infortiatum 1(a), the second volume of the Digest of
Justinian was reconstructed with additional glosses aiming at re-contextualizing the ancient Roman norms in the
current literature. Later, with the invention and spread of the printing press, the book lost its uniqueness becoming
cheaper and largely accessible to people. Therefore less official and more individual forms of annotations naturally
emerged and became the common practice still widely used nowadays. Textbook annotations have been recently
formalized as set of different forms and functions [9] directly involved in the active reading process [1]. We
highlight or underline words as attentional landmarks. We write short notes within the margins or between lines
of text as interpretation cues. We use longer notes in blank spaces or near figures to elaborate with complementary
information.

(a) XVI Century (b) July 2010

Figure 1: Printed textbook: a jump through centuries
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Figure 1(a) shows a passage of the Infortiatum accompanied by some official glosses (XVI Century) and figure
1(b) shows part of a recent scientific article annotated by a Master’s student. Although a comparison between these
two elements is out of the focus of this paper, one notices that after centuries and despite the numerous recent digital
reincarnations of the traditional printed book, paper remains the preferred medium for reading. In defense of this
last statement there is a consistent body of literature comparing reading activities on paper and online documents.
Some of the major findings have been summarized by O’Hara et al. [11]. Paper documents offer better legibility
and better orientation and location. Physical tangibility facilitates handwriting and concurrent reading on multiple
pages. In addition annotating on paper has many well known advantages compared to any digital equivalent [7].
Readers write comments in the margins of documents, underline important passages and use other various marking
strategies. These practices help them to better understand what they read and, at a later stage, find back relevant
passages. They also play an important role for associative thinking and linking the content with other ideas and
documents. One ambition of such a research is to offer a seamless integration of notes, taken on printed paper in
our daily interactions with digital documents. Such system inspires one first set of questions around the effects of
personal annotations on reading, understanding and learning from texts.

An interesting difference between the medieval glosses and modern annotations is in the value that follows.
For example Irnerius, the founder of the School of Glossators, collected and re-organized the original meager
interlinear notes of the Infortiatum (figure 1(a)) into an integral part of the document, written in the margins of
the page as reading support for everybody. On the other hand the annotations done in our everyday interactions
with textbooks probably won’t be read by anyone other than us. In addition the glossators acquired considerable
authority in the Academic community. Compatibly to their reputation their glosses, acquired a certain social
importance. Drawing inspiration from this scenario a second set of research questions focuses on the social effects
of the annotations in a real learning context.

The first part of the article reviews a number of systems that have been investigated in the last 20 years to
tackle the classification of machine-printed and handwritten text. The second part presents our own contribution as
original combination of a technique for extracting annotations, a clustering algorithm and a classification approach.
To the best of our knowledge the method herein described has not been applied to this problem beforehand. We
report the results of a preliminary study showing that handwritten annotations can be extracted and classified in
a satisfactory manner using this technique. In the third part of the article we provide a road map for conducting
user-centred studies using eye-tracking systems aiming to investigate the cognitive roles and social effects of
annotations. Based on the hypothetical findings of this experiment we describe in the last part of the article a social
learning environment that facilitates knowledge sharing across a class of students or a group of colleagues through
shared annotations.

2 Machine-printed and handwritten text classification: a short review
Discriminating machine-printed and handwritten text in textual images is a problem that has been intensely inves-
tigated in the last two decades.

In the early 90s two works focused on the classification at character level. Kunuke et al. [8] proposed a
classification methodology based on the extraction of scale and rotation invariant features: the straightness of
vertical and horizontal lines and the symmetry relative to the centre of gravity of the character. Their results
showed a recognition rate of 96.8% on a training set of 3632 and 78.5% on a test set of 1068 images. Fan et al.
[3] used instead the character block layout variance. They reported a correctness rate above 85% tested on English
and Japanese textual images: 25 images containing machine printed text and 25 containing handwritten ones.

In 2000 Pal et al. [12] presented their method for Bangla and Devnagari; it relies on the analysis of some
structural regularities of the alphabetic characters of these languages. Their method uses a hierarchy of three
different features to perform the discrimination. The head line is the predominant feature, in fact it forms a peak
in the horizontal projection profile of machine-printed text. Their recognition rate is attested on 98.6%.

Guo et al. [4] suggested a method based on a hidden Markov model to classify typewritten and handwritten
words based on vertical projection profiles of the word. They tested the algorithm on a test-set of 187 words,
reaching a precision rate of 92.86% for the typewritten words and 72.19% for the handwritten ones.

More recently Zheng et al. [18] reported a work on a robust printed and handwritten text segmentation from
extremely noisy document images. They used different classifiers such as k-nearest neighbours, support vector
machine (SVM) and Fischer and different features such as pixel density, aspect ratio and Gabor filter. They
achieved a segmentation accuracy of 78%.

In the meanwhile Jang et al. [5] described an approach, specific for Korean text, based on the extraction of
geometric features. They employed a multilayer perceptron classifier reaching an accuracy rate of 98.9% on a
test-set of 3,147 images. On the other hand Kavallieratou [6] showed that a simple discriminant analysis on the
vertical projection profiles performs comparably to many robust approaches.
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Figure 2: Processing pipeline

One interesting application is the detection and matching of signatures proposed by Zhu et al. [19], a robust
multilingual approach, in an unconstrained setting of translation, scale, and rotation invariant non-rigid shape
matching.

Peng et al. [13] suggested a novel approach based on three categories of word level feature and a k-means
classifier associated with a re-labelling post procedure using Markov random field models; they achieved an overall
recall of 96.33%.

And finally in a more general scenario of sparse data and arbitrary rotation Chanda et al. [2] recently described
their approach based on the SVM classifier and obtaining an accuracy of 96.9% on a set of 3958 images.

3 Method
We here present our assemblage of techniques for segmenting and classifying handwritten annotations on machine
printed documents. Figure 2 provides an overview of the processing pipeline. It consists of four steps. The first
step takes in input the image containing the already extracted annotations and proceeds by clustering the pixels.
Parallely the retrieved digital source of the document is processed in order to acquire an accurate estimation of
the bounding boxes around the main text blocks present in the image. The set of classified annotations and the
estimated bounding box are given in input to a decision tree classifier. A final step is responsible for evaluating the
accuracy of the classification by comparing the average colour of each annotation with the predetermined ones.

3.1 Annotation Extraction using Background Subtraction
A novel approach to separate handwritten annotations from machine-printed text is described by Nakai et al. [10]:
they realized a method able to extract colour annotations from colour documents. Their method is based on two
tasks: fast matching of document images based on local arrangement of features points and flexible background
subtraction resistant to moderate misalignment. This method is more general than the above-mentioned ones,
since it deals with any type and colour of annotation and any printed document. It can also extract handwritten
annotations from handwritten documents. Later improvements by the same authors showed an accuracy rate of
85.59%. These results encouraged us to adopt their method.

3.2 Annotation Segmentation using DBSCAN
This module is responsible for grouping the colour pixels constituting the image containing the extracted annota-
tions. To address this issue we decided to adopt the well-known clustering algorithm DBSCAN (Density-Based
Spatial Clustering of Application with Noise) for the following reasons:

• the pixels forming an annotation are subject to the conditions of spatial adjacency and colourimetric prox-
imity

• the number of clusters is not known a priori: the number of annotations contained in a page is not predictable
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Figure 3: Decision tree classification

• position, orientation, size and colour of an annotation are variable

• the algorithm should not have a bias toward a particular cluster shape and it should handle noise: the form
of an annotation can vary from the rectangular highlighted region to the arbitrary handwritten mark

• the algorithm should distinguish adjacent or even self-containing clusters: for instance the highlighted com-
ments

Wu et al. recently reported significant improvements of the original DBSCAN algorithm in terms of time com-
plexity [17]; they removed the original inadequacy in dealing with large-scale data. This allows us not to be bound
up with low resolution images.

The input image containing the pre-extracted annotations is reprocessed. Each pixel is specified by 5 compo-
nents:

pi = (xi, yi, ri, gi, bi) (1)

the local position xi and yi, used as indexing terms, and the colour information ri, gi and bi, which yields additional
discriminative power. The output is obtained by partitioning this set of n pixels into a set of k clusters:

A = (A1, A2, ..., Ak) (2)

Each cluster corresponds to a correctly segmented annotation. The centroid contains the position of the centre of
mass and the mean colour of the annotation. The algorithm is initialized by setting two radiuses, εpos for the spatial
domain and εrgb for the colourimetric one and a minimum density MinPts to discriminate all the pixels in core,
density reachable and noise points.

3.3 Decision Tree Classification
A classification of different forms of annotation is analyzed by Marshall [9]; we regroup the discussed marking
strategies by functionality: memory recall for underlined or highlighted elements, interpretation cues for symbols
and short notes in between the lines or over the text, contents elaboration for notes in margins or other blank
spaces.

We use a decision-tree-based classifier to map the clustered annotations into these categories. Figure 3 illus-
trates the structure of the decision tree and defines the annotation types in the leaf nodes. In the first level all the
annotations are discriminated according to their local position on the page: annotations in between the lines or over
text and annotations in the margins or other blank spaces. In the second level all the annotations are separated ac-
cording to a measure of rectangularity; some methods to compute this derived feature are proposed by Rosin [15];
these methods have desirable properties for our scenario such as position, scale, rotation invariance and robustness
to noise.

The rectangularity measure that we compute on each annotation is based on the correspondent minimum bound-
ing rectangle (MBR). The MBR can be calculated on the elliptical approximation of the shape of interest. Each
value of rectangularity is then thresholded to separate more compact annotations such as highlighted areas from
others with more complex boundaries such as notes and symbols. Figure 4 shows a satisfactory classification re-
sult. In this figure the red, green and blue ellipses contain the notes between the lines or over the text, highlighted
passages and notes in the blank spaces respectively.
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Figure 4: Annotation classification result

3.4 Preliminary Experimental Results
We have collected 33 annotated pages of scientific articles containing a total of 571 annotations produced by a
culturally heterogeneous group of Master and PhD students. They produced the annotations in their own native
languages and using their personal style.

We set only one constraint: we asked them to use the same colours for each type of annotation within one page.
This constraint is imposed only to automatically and objectively evaluate the accuracy of our approach. For each
page we supervised the last step of the pipeline (Figure 2) indicating the corresponding function of each colour
used for annotating.

The experimental results show a classification accuracy of 84.47%. Although there is room for improvements
using this approach, the results are promising enough to extend the investigation to a more accurate and granular
classification.

4 Eye-gaze patterns to explain the cognitive roles of the annotations
The potentialities of the system presented in the previous section lead us to address some basic questions concern-
ing the effects of personal/shared annotations on reading, understanding and learning from texts. We first pose two
main general research questions:

• If A reads a document annotated by B, is her/his reading pattern and learning gain different than the ones
performed while reading a document annotated by her/himself?

• If B annotates a document, are the learning gain and the produced annotations affected by being aware that
the document will be read by A?

To be able to answer these questions, we here design some explorative and experimental eye tracking studies.

4.1 Eye-gaze data collection
Eye tracking systems have been frequently employed to study eye movements in reading [14]. In this experiment
eye movements will be recorded using a head-mounted gaze tracking system (figure 5) specifically designed for
analyzing reading tasks on paper material. The system is composed by:

• a colour camera, placed on the head of the reader, responsible for localizing and recognizing the paper
document on the table and for processing the handwritten annotations (Section 3)
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(a) Glasses (b) Side (c) Front

Figure 5: Wearable eye tracker

• an infrared led close to the reader’s right eye, used to control the illumination and simplify the pupil tracking
system

• a second camera, placed in front of the reader’s right eye, equipped with an infrared pass filter, used to
acquire the eye-gaze data [16]

4.2 Participants and instructional material
A corpus of University students will be recruited for our experiments. The instructional material will be created ad
hoc. The prior knowledge on the instructional material will be properly determined through a pre-test.

4.3 Experiments
Annotating purpose affects reader’s understanding. Producing annotations while reading plays an important
role in the learning process. We intend to investigate the effect of annotating for different purposes on the reader’s
cognitive effort put during the reading task. The two conditions are: annotating for individual benefit and annotat-
ing for a social purpose. We intend measure the Relative Learning Gain (RLG) and to explain it through the reading
gaze pattern. We also intend to explore whether the annotating purpose leads to a pattern of ”visual quality” of the
annotations produced or a specific proportion among the annotation types, already described in Section 3.3.

Annotations affect reader’s understanding. A document that has been annotated for a social purpose should
contain better quality and meaningful annotations. While annotations produced for an individual purpose will
supposedly be less readable and understandable from anyone other than the author. We intend to explain the
outcome of the measured RLG with the reading gaze pattern. In addition we investigate whether the scarcity of
annotations has an impact on the reader’s gaze patterns and understanding.

4.4 Dependent Variables
We will measure the Relative Learning Gain (RLG) at the end of each reading session using ad hoc post-tests. The
RLG will be calculated as normalized difference between the post-test and pre-test score. It will be computed for
each participant and for each portion of text involved in a question.

4.5 Explanatory Variables
Rayner [14] gives a very detailed overview on the eye-gaze reading features. We intend to find out explanatory
behaviours of these featers regarding significant trends in the RLG.

5 Social effects of handwritten annotations: research questions
Teamwork is a skill that is often taught and encouraged in universities. Students typically work together in small
informal, sometimes formal, groups in order to solve exercises, to discuss the course material and to prepare exams.
Team working involves active participation, interaction and frequent sharing of ideas and annotated instructional
material. Based on our understanding of the basic questions addressed in the previous Section, we will develop a
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social learning environment that facilitates knowledge sharing across a class of students or a group of colleagues
through shared annotations.

By experimenting this environment, we will complement our understanding of

• the cognitive effects of annotations (question 1)

and acquire knowledge about

• their social effects in a real context (question 2)

To address this second question, the experimental results of our study will be embedded into a collaborative reading
environment that captures, classifies and shares annotations. A simple example of application would be to show
to students a hierarchical view on the most annotated pages of their lecture notes, right before the exam. Another
application is to provide an automatic production of abstracts based on the annotations produced by a class of
students. These tools will be developed for and tested in an authentic context. We believe that restoring the original
social vocation of the annotating process through this micropublishing platform will encourage contributory and
participatory behaviours among the students.

6 Conclusion
In the first part of this paper we describe a system for clustering and classifying handwritten annotations, extracted
using already existing techniques, achieving the accuracy rate of 84.47%. In the second part of the article we pro-
vide a road map for conducting user-centred studies using eye-tracking systems aiming to investigate the cognitive
roles and social effects of annotations. Based on the hypothetical findings of this experiment we describe in the
last part of the article a social learning environment that facilitates knowledge sharing across a class of students or
a group of colleagues through shared annotations.
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